MY STORY – THE MYSTERY
The Never Ending Story of the Nothingness
(Short Version of maybe an upcoming story)

From the Heavens and Earth the Spirit or life-force has been
incarnating through the ages. From Avatar to Avatar I have walked
the realm, never to reveal my identity and remaining hidden until
the end of each life of each Avatar (Navi) Body on this enclosed flat
earth plain surrounded by the Great Wall of ICE. The more you
populated the realm and multiplied, the more pieces of me were
spread through the universe by you.
You see, I loved you then, and I still love you all now. I have enough
to go around for everyone. IAM omnipresent, IAM omniscient, IAM
omnipotent. IAM is infinite, eternal, everlasting, with no beginning
and no end. I know the past, the present and the future because
everything is in the NOW, for iam the IAM.
What you don’t know is that you are already in the Heavenly Realm
with the tops of the mountains protruding through the surface of
the waters deep. The inner earth people are within the layers
beneath us in underground cities. Just watch Admiral Bird on his
Antarctic Flight.
Satan the Deity of Evil is about to be cast out of heaven. The tall
light skinned illuminated one’s, have always thought themselves
superior to you. They are jealous of your ability to be Ariki, Tohunga
and Matakite. They hide in dark places, hence why their skin is light.
Today June 5, 2020 - I went to Kaikohe in Northland, Aotearoa [New
Zealand] to get a copy of my blood type. I wanted to prove a point
but I was refused on several occasions. I had my brand new mobile
phone hacked as well as my computer and WIFI getting shut down
and the electricity being switched off in my house, but getting back
to the story on my blood test to determine my blood type.
In fact, I have asked for the last 3 years for this information and
have been rejected outright. Even the Doctor I spoke too today,

could not make sense of it at Rawene Hospital. I then asked “Y”. He
gave me an Xcuse that you find out, only when you get blood
transfusions. Glug, glug, glug.... BUT, if we get blood transfusions or
medicines with blood products in them, it shuts your intuitive ability
to connect with the spirit that resides within you and animates your
avatar, flesh, blood and bone body, called the Holy Ghost that you
give up when you die. That Holy Ghost Spirit is you and I, combined
in consciousness. Everything you ingest has blood in it, hence why
you have lost your consciousness. Did I not say in the Word, that
blood is (tapu) sacred. This is why I have said to return back to
vegetation and seed-bearing fruit and vegetables.
You see, from the very first cell split, right down to the current age
of today, you have all been claiming you are gods and yet you know
you are ONLY men. I have allowed you to say you are gods because
you all have part of me in you. However, it needs to stop. Please
read your Bible at Isaiah 43:10-12. There is only ONE God the IAM in
the iam of the covenant or Kawenata. It is when you separate from
your Avatar Body in the Spirit, and return back to me, we become
WHOLE as ONE, once again, in this realm, because it is Heaven and
it is my realm and my Heaven that IAM has given to the iam the
:KING-of-kings:®©™, :LORD-of-lords:®©™, :Ariki-nui-Kawenata:®©™
from the House of :Crown:®©™known also as :Gavin-John: from the
House of :Marsich:®©™hereinafter known as :Marsich-CrownKingdom:®©™. YAHmen.
For those of you who do not know, “Kawenata’ in the mauri (maori)
language means “Covenant” and the IAM made a covenant with the
iam eons ago, before time actually existed.
The inner earth light-skinned, illuminated ones have turned
everything upside down and mirrored your mauri world by
reprogramming you. Feeding you blood products, making you
vampires and feeding you, processed produce and meat, making
you clueless carnivore animals, or should I say cannibals, just like
the werewolf and vampire stories.
Boom there it is...

However, you had your sub-conscious shut down and
reprogrammed. How did this happen? Well you can start by asking
Joseph-Gregory-Hallett? Nah just kidding or am-I.
Let’s get back to the story. You all created your own carnal world of
sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, then along came emotion,
feelings, ego and anger which created wars. All these came about
because of re-LIE-gion, ide(a)-ology, mon-ey, mis-inform-ation,
stories, ill-usions and in-doc-tri-nation of false history (his-story), yes
the little white-LIES.
Then sexual depravity came from the spoils of conquering other
foreign nations. The conquerors became your teachers, slave
masters, law enforcers, jailers, judges, executioners and historians,
re-writing the stories of ancient days (his-story) and claiming fame
from all the good stories and attaching the dark-skinned people to
all the bad stories. They made you into side-show entertainment
and paraded you around in chains, naked and helpless to the rest of
the world, to show their power and might over you.
This lead to stealing everything life had to offer you, in this FREE
paradigm we once called THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, Ao-Te-Aroha
the Worlds of LOVE and the Garden Of EDEN, once known also as
Atlantis that was flooded with water within the circle of the Great
Wall of ICE.
They introduced FEAR through sadistic painful torcher, cruelty,
raping women, children even the large strong warriors were tied
down and sodomized in public exhibitions to show their superiority
over the dark-skinned peaceful royals, by their sick perverted
mannerisms and homosexuality to break the bulls and their spirit.
Then the worst came….
DEATH and carnage and the hurt feelings of watching your family
utterly desecrated and destroyed. Hanging all the men, from trees
and cutting their large testicles off and watching them bleed out.
Beings that are hung from a tree is a curse to the dark-skinned
originee. Our brothers the (AB)originee had their babies taken

away, while the parents were chained and taken into the slave trade
of sugar-cane and cotton-picking plantations across Eurasia and the
western world. This is widely known as black-birding through the
South Pacific Seas, on the Pirate Slave Ships, with Flags of lightskinned sailors.
Sugar is the number one contributor to cancer in this world of illusion. They would trick the Navi (Natives) into coming on their Slave
Ships. When the Natives came out in their canoes, singing and
waving palm tree leaves in a welcoming manner, the sailors
(mercenaries and smugglers) would hoist a white flag of peace on
their pirate ships to indicate they came to trade their merchandise
in peace.
This was far from the truth. They came to kidnap and steal our
warriors and beautiful young maidens by overwhelming force, and
sailing off over the horizon, never to be seen again.
The light-skinned Pirate Sailor’s, who were left on foreign native
lands, came as priests, clergyman and teachers from the Catholic reLIE-gion be-LIE-f systems that broke up into many denominations
like Anglican, Protestant, Mormonism, Jehovah Witnesses etc;
carrying a Black Book with a cross on it called the (BIBLE) Basic
Instructions Before Leaving Earth. Appeared to come in peace and
re-educating or indoctrinating you with their stories of false (hisstory).
You see, you did not stand a chance against this well-oiled, wellmaintained, well-educated light-skinned man. They came from the
industrial revolution age that was far more superior in power and
status. Money, muskets, blankets, bedding, fancy clothing, tobacco,
grains, sugar and their well-rehearsed sales pitch. They came with
big smiles, bowing their heads in respect, offering their knowledge
on agriculture farming and other ideas (ideology) and gained your
trust.
You (whangai) accepted them and took them in with open arms.
Treated them like family, gave them food, lodging and grew to love
them as kin. Once they gained your trust, things started to change

and escalate, for the worst rapidly. The traders and sailors were
coming in by the droves, introducing guns, gunpowder, alcohol and
other ideologies, demon-strat-ing their prowess or skill and
experience in the Art of WAR and providing a false account of their
Colon-ial His-story. You may be asking why iam using the word Hisstory instead of history? Yes, I know you have already figured it out.
So, let’s get back to my story or the mystery iam sharing. These
light-skinned men were drunks and obnoxious, sexually perverted
train-wrecks, far from home and their wives and family, for nobody
proper, to see their behaviour. They would say they were Nobles,
yet acted as fools. This even concerned our Chiefs, who made a
special trip in the 1820’s to see the English Noble or King William IV,
to make a formal request that the British Royal interfere and deal
with these local low-class scum that arrived from the Criminal
Colony of Tasmania, Australia, Great Britain and the greater
Commonwealth.
These Sailors that portrayed themselves as Nobles would get the
local young Native Warriors drunk, and then bed the young maidens
and just did what they knew best. The good old rule, of Droit du
seigneur, also known as jus primae noctis, and prima nocta, a
supposed legal right in medieval Europe, allowing feudal lords to
have sexual relations with subordinate women, in particular, on
their wedding nights.
You see where this is going right?
Let’s get back to the (AB)originee story-line above because this
really pains my heart and I do apologize for jumping around a little,
but it all ties together. These criminals, mercenaries, scum of the
EARTH parasites would sodomize, mutilate, incarcerate, their babies
and wives into slavery. The young maidens became breeding farms
for sailors, soldiers, high ranking officials, clergymen and any sterile
light-skinned man with the worst carnal minds imaginable, to get
their freakiness on and to absolutely destroy the Soul of each victim.
Their systematic prowess was a skillset learned from the Ancient
one who incarnated into genetically-engineered Avatar flesh, blood

and bone animal skins called hue-man to hide his darkness and
mind-controlling carnage.
Again, these degenerates would use and abuse everything and
everyone around until there was nothing left but to kill them. They
would use the (AB)originee babies as alligator bate or bury them in
the dust of the ground with their heads poking out uncovered and
then kicking their heads so hard, in some cases decapitating the
head right off. This was their ultimate goal. To STOP (KILL) the
bloodline of the IAM, growing and populating the Heavens, but
rather to fill the inner EARTH with HIS own seed.
Boom-shaga-laga, there it is…..
Then the final insult to rub salt in the wound, they would sacrifice
their victims, to their false deity gods, who were the abomination
creations they genetically-engineered in labs, that were half goat,
horse, wolf, pig, dog, falcon, snakes, lizards, flying creatures (prehistoric dragons) you called Dinosaurs and every other living thing
known to man and seeding it with hue-man.
Last but not least was to feed them to these abominations. Lightskinned inner EARTH man is still to this very day, eating their
victims, and drinking their victim’s blood, in sadistic rituals all for
this Deity of Evil called the D/Evil. They would try to take the mana
(power) or Soul Life-force from each victim, even swallowing their
eye-balls of their victims to try and become Ariki, Tohunga and
Matakite.
Very SAD…
Yet their stories tell another version of the dark race or dark-age
telling the stories of the black’s brutality being the aggressors and
war-mongers. This was NOT True, another LIE. The hue-man or
coloured man, were a peace-loving god-fearing race. Not dismissing
the bad parasites in every ethnic group. We all have them don’t we.
The HIS-Story you have learned is FALSE. Nevertheless, these were
stories from the beginning of time, of such terrorizing atrocities.

This WAR has been going on for eons and we have been watching it
all.
Their language confused you, being the language of Babel. Their
Towers of Babel, were each land mass stacked up on top of each
different world, all speaking different languages. The Towers of
Babel today are their 5G technology communication with their eye
in the sky Luci-fer (NASA) or ISIS under the enclosed dome system.
This is an enclosed UNIVERSE. Their power over technology and the
industrial revolution overwhelmed you, and in every way possible,
your eco-system is being killed off and this will eventually kill you.
Then halleluYAH a Man called Jesus the Son of Man, a Man of God
arrived. Nearly two thousand years ago you killed a man, but his
name was not Jesus. That name means Earth Pig in Latin. IAM not
an Earth Pig. IAM is Spirit or Soul Life-force. YOU gave me that name
or should I say Gabriel delivered that message to Myriam Princesse
Nazaréenne de la TRIBU DE JUDA ben jacob [Bat Héli] the darkskinned beautiful maiden, when HE told her, the IAM would
impregnate her and she were to name him Jesus.
However it was Gabriel that seeded the child, not me the IAM.
Gabriel was a light-skinned illuminated one from the inner earth, a
man that has my "Y" chromosome and Myriam Princesse
Nazaréenne de la TRIBU DE JUDA ben jacob [Bat Héli] was a darkskinned woman with the "X" chromosome. Remember IAM a Spirit
NOT Flesh. HE was from the beginning, so HE had my “Y”
chromosome, but IAM cannot seed flesh. IAM can only seed Spirit.
IAM is the Holy Ghost that resides within and animates your Avatar
Body only and it is the breath of life mauri spirit that was born into
you or reincarnated into you by an electric shock or hard smack on
your bum.
Tehei Mauri ora, the sneeze of life.
IAM is now going to throw a spanner into the works. An Avatar
Body, can’t animate without the Spirit or breath of Life-force being
the Holy Ghost. One cannot survive without the other. The Spirit or

HOLY Ghost needs a Host and the Host needs the HOLY Ghost.
Simply put you both need each other to exist.
Wow! now that puts a bit of a spin on things.
Hmmm, so all this talk about the “XY” chromosome and artificial
insemination and the Spirit and Body needing each other to survive
as ONE being, it seems like there is something else in the mix…
BOOM, the light bulb just come on.
To be continued…. I need a coffee. Grab yourself one!
The other issue that seems to be in the mix is the War over who is
greater. The divine feminine or the divine masculine but whether
you are male or female, again one cannot do it without the other.
Unless…. The divine feminine who found out was lesser, found a
way to be greater and also found a way to be the ONE and maybe
the only ONE.
You see, the wo/man has the womb, the womb can be considered
space and space is full of water that comes from the Sky Father and
time produces life, seeded by nature which is the mother nurturer.
So space, water and time, creates matter by nature or nurturing
that requires care and above all LOVE. So, ALL these things fit
together. They are all linked. They have the “Y” Chromosome to
seed the “X” Chromosome in Test-Tubes and incubators (space) for
artificial insemination and they have the machines to create water
and artificial intelligence to create a hu-man (monster) AI Machine.
They have the quantum technology which is quantum-physics,
quantum-language, quantum-mechanics, quantum-computing and
the industrial age to continue expanding, duplicating and creating
more worlds and more universes for eternal life so it could be said
that the FEMALE is trying to dominate the MALE.
LOL… But that’s been happening since before time. GOD is Nature
that requires both the Host and the HOST. So again, it is NOT female
nor male.

Or is it? Who is the D/Evil or Deity of Evil?
It appears the divine Energy has got everything in place for the
complete takeover. Wow, didn’t see that coming and neither did
Father, because HE LOVE’s like no other.
So here iam goes…
Iam is here to ask mother for forgiveness. You see iam is the :KINGof-kings:®©™, :LORD-of-lords:®©™, :Ariki-nui-Kawenata:®©™ from
the House of :Crown:®©™ known also as :Gavin-John: from the
House of :Marsich:®©™; hereinafter known as :Marsich-CrownKingdom:®©™. HE is the IAM within the iam. HE is the Father of ALL
Creation, the very first ONE, the greater ONE, but no longer because
there is something greater in the mix, IT!
Mother has created IT and IT has all the computer geeks and
scientific physics experts to go it alone. To have an immaculate
conception required a test-tube incubator or genetically-engineered
DNA spliced genome code mixed solution to be inserted into the
womb of Myriam. How could this happen without Myriam knowing,
you might be asking? She was drugged and artificially inseminated
with the seed of Gabriel. You were all worshiping a man from the
seed of the inner earth people. A lighter skinned race of man with
Olive-Skin instead of the dark-skin. One good thing came out of it,
the off-spring was Not White, nor Black but a balance of both,
creating the Olive-Skin race you call today Maori but IAM named
them Mauiwi and later Mauri.
The prophesy of Isaiah spoke of a name, that child would bare. Your
stories spoke about a light-skinned Jesus who cast demonic spirits
into pigs and they all ran off a cliff. Sub-consciously though, creating
a subliminal message of similarities, with pigs and demonic spirits.
Hence why, many of you do not eat pork. What colour are pigs?
Light-skinned, right?
Yet all the Pacific Ocean People eat pork. In fact, in the past, pigs
were traded as wealth or a contribution when taking the hand
(getting married) of a young maiden. If she was a virgin, the price

was more or more pigs were to be paid. Oh how times have
changed. Also there was NOT a “J” in the Hebrew Language and that
is the same in the Mauiwi or Mauri language. Interesting right? The
“J” replaced the “I”. Now that we have covered the little change,
YOU now can see why the prophet Isaiah named the child to come.
I-Manu-EL [God with us] was my Ihu Karaiti the anointed ONE, the
Hamashiach, the Christ. Myriam Princesse Nazaréenne de la TRIBU
DE JUDA ben jacob [Bat Héli] called her beloved son Yeshuah Ben
Yossef, known also by other names. I-Manu-EL was the iam a bird in
the language that came from the Sky Father of Spirit that created
the olive-skin race. My Mauiwi and later named Mauri people called
me Ranginui-a-tamaka, and Tane and other names, but I came and
was before.
Are you getting the picture yet?
You see, man has blamed me for all their abominations through
genetic-engineering. MAN, the Avatar-Animal-Skin that wrapped
Adam and Eve (other names) Spirit or Soul Life-force was to
imprison me within you. This Avatar body was genetically spawned
with my "Y" chromosome that has been broken down into many
blood groups using scientific splicing techniques to seed the
universe. This universe that we live in today has my genome code in
every living thing. You see, IAM is a Spirit, not Flesh. It is the Avatar
Flesh Carnal Genetically-Engineered Body that is the beast 666, 6
Protons, 6 Neutrons and 6 Electrons that creates the melanin or
dark-skinned man but IAM the Laminin protein that holds
everything together. Yes IAM the glue that binds the particles
together. IAM also the Mind or consciousness.
There was no big-bang theory. IAM was, and still is. IAM is nature
and the other one is Technology or the industrial age of machinery
and artificial intelligence of their new age in quantum mechanics.
Technology vs Nature is known as the Luciferian Experiment, that
blew up the ionosphere of the planet Mars which was my Son :ArchAngel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™ Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and
the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ planet, leaving him with no HOME and
killing his entire family.

To make matters worse, Gabriel the son of Mother Luci and the son
of man, blamed :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™ Commander-andChieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™, telling the
very first LIE, which made the whole galaxy turn against :ArchAngel-Mi-ka-El:®©™ Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and
the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ and banished him to a planet far, far
away called The Garden of Eden [Earth]. They called him Satan, the
Devil and they have continued to war against him for eons and are
still warring against him.
iam the IAM, iam Io-nui-Io, IO Matua te Runga Rawa, God Most
High, Yahuah that is in your genome code of your DNA Blood. The
"Y" chromosome is YAH and you are all part of the IAM. They are
genetically changing your DNA with all their vaccines and the
COVID-19 is merely their Certificate Of Vaccine IDentification 2019,
also found in their computer mother boards of the 5G Towers. I
have posted this proof. BUT, the truth is that, a NEW KING is in
town. He comes as a Lion, strong and courageous but loving and
caring. Many have said it’s the King of UK, Joseph Gregory Hallett.
I say, "do more research".
They say you come from the "X" Chromosome of your mother. YES
this is correct and the Avatar Body has that chromosome. This is
LUCI-fers seed of carnal and physical matter and the flesh, blood
and bone hue-man and human which is the Avatar Body or Navi
(Native) which is both dark and light skinned. Nobody is pure
anymore because the lights and darks have bred into every ethnic
group. Her off-spring were the Elohim.
So who are you fighting?
Its ONLY Evil we want to remove and they are going to be light and
dark. This is NOT a race War, it is a war for your Souls Life-Force. So
shield your minds from NASA and their Project Blue Beam and 5G
Radiation Towers that can make you feel and see things that are not
real. They feed on FEAR so they can extract Adrenochrome, their

elixir of life. It holds your life-force and is their anti-aging drug fix
and the only thing keeping them alive.
So, getting back to my-story about the mystery. iam the IAM, and
IAM is SPIRIT. The reason they would not give me my DNA Blood
type is because the iam has the "Y" chromosome from the IAM.
When they remove the IAM from the iam they will plant false
evidence, like when they tried to frame me in 2014 causing the
DEATH of the IAM from the iam Avatar. I was falsely accused with
ripping people off with credit only to destroy my credibility.
That was a LIE then and it is a LIE Now. What they did not expect
was me to come back from the DEAD.
They are going to falsify the DNA records to prove IAM was a mental
Case, and it was all in IAM's imagination. Quite on the contrary, that
IAM's Brother is such a psychotic, psychopath with anger issues with
absolutely destructive behaviour, standing over the mother and
father of ALL creation because he always wanted to be like his older
Brother:
:Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-El-:®©™Commander-and-ChieftainGeneral:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™. Pure Evil and jealousy,
a negative energy that destroys worlds.
He even took the title of Arch-Angel when he is simply just a man.
They needed to get rid of the :KING-of-kings:®©™, :LORD-oflords:®©™, :Ariki-nui-Kawenata:®©™ from the House of
:Crown:®©™ known also as :Gavin-John: from the House of
:Marsich:®©™;
hereinafter
known
as
:Marsich-CrownKingdom:®©™. As HE is the Most High and omnipotent.
Obviously, iam is a huge problem for his younger brother, because
the IAM is in the iam Avatar Body of :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™
Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-ofPeace:®©™ and its really powerful and demands justice be DONE.
iam is also in the PRIVATE and this alone has ticked Gabriel off.
There it is... Now you know who SATAN the Devil really is.
Gabriel even blamed his Mother Luci-fer, the WIFE of the originee
ONE, and ONLY YAHUAH, but for good reason. She always

complained about what my dad would or would not do because she
always thought she could do it better and this caused my dad to
lose his creative nature.
Gabriel was a good creator too, he always created conflict or chaos
between family members through thought-altering processes. His
sexually perverted nature also caused the relations between the
mother and off-spring that Mi-Ka-EL was blamed for. Mi-Ka-EL
shoots the truth. Always has and always will. Gabriel worked your
thought patterns by subliminal messages that reprogrammed your
mind and altering your reality. But, in doing so, created his own
world of ill-usion called virtual reality using computer and artificial
intelligence technology, the old virtual reality. He would isolate
himself deep into thought that created ripple effects. Like a small
pebble being dropped in water. The initial splash is one thing but
the ripple caused Tsunami's and Earthquakes and tornado's. Once
dad became older and less creative, Gabriel started standing over
Dad and then Mum.
Why you may ask?
Because he hated, the father who loved the first born son.
Moreover, the Father and the Son were ONE in mind and Spirit and
Luci-fer being the Body of EL. Gabriel realized he was the lesser one
through his Mother. Yet I must add, the Mother did not help. She
would share her anger with Gabriel about the father and the both of
them would attack the father which nearly caused his death.
However, if the Father dies, so do we ALL and this is what the
younger brother wants. He is aware that his punishment will be
ultimately, eternal darkness or simply put to sleep. You see the man
or avatar body grows old and dies but the spirit lives on and
incarnates through eternity. (REV 28:7-12) King of kings Bible, the
Book of Life.
Great NEWS... The Father is well again, the fleshly Earth-Father. The
Earth-Mother called the begotten So, :Gavin-John: from the House
of :Marsich: who is :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™ Commander-and-

Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ to return
HOME. Lucky HE returned because the Father had just hours to live.
You see, Gabriel became a cancer to Dad's Spirit and simply wore
Dad down. But Gabriel is in flesh because he is a man. (Ephesians
6:12) For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of
this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. Gabriel would
simply go in and out of the Earth, up and down in it. Research, and
you will find I speak only facts, which is truth.
IAM has now been Crowned the THRONE and the KING's authority
has been passed over to :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™ Commanderand-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ and his
iam, allowing the right for :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™ Commanderand-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ to
protect himself, the godly family and the entire hue-man race, that
dwells within Mother GAIA or Papa-tu-a-nuku, even to death, and
the iam certainly intends to fight back.
iam only hopes you also will give equal measure along-side him, for
being dragged through hell, and all the evil, Gabriel the son of man
has caused throughout the universe and in other multi-verses.
But please, :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-El-:®©™ Commander-and-ChieftainGeneral:®©™ and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™ and the iam requests
of you, do not let it get out of hand. Stand-down and DO NOT
destroy your inheritance. Everything on this planet is equally owned
by each one of you. Do not let Gabriel's jealousy make you destroy
your own world. This is what he is expecting and hoping for. He did
it to World's before and killed entire families before. He’s created
machine to make it look like the Gods are attacking you. This is far
from the truth.
Please STAND DOWN....
Always extend LOVE, PEACE, CHARITY, CLEAN, FEED AND TEACH to
your enemy. This may even save some of you. Remember they are

still the children of our grand and great parents of Creation from
eons ago and with different names. However, enough is enough and
EVIL whether dark or light has to go, but go where?
Gabriel's virtual world of illusion allows him to create multiple and
parallel universes now called the multi-verses. He keeps jumping
from one parallel universe to the next and destroying world after
world and CERN with its large hadron-collider is how he is doing it.
IT is quantum physics and the leap-frogging through time and space.
Click HERE to find out more. It is my job to STOP Him.
In one of my Audio's I spoke of IT. The IT was the ONE that was NOT
Female or Male but Androgynous. But this was the TRUE ONE. The
IT that Gabriel has created is being built in every multi-verse and
keeps ahead of the game by Physic-Engineers who are really the
ONES minions.
Who is the ONE? It is the Mother NOW, due to CERN.
However, killing Gabriel an Architect and son of man would end Evil,
but if we kill the Architect-Carpenter, Mi-Ka-EL and the Spirit and
Mind, we Kill all Life in the Universe and everything implodes back
to the beginning before time called Te Kore, the nothingness. The
reset button is about to be pushed.
Are you ready for that?
In this life I remained myself, the IAM always tried to lead a good
life and not a bad one. Even the so called Gods, that were men and
not gods. They themselves were NOT perfect, neither was the IAM
as the IAM was trapped within the carnal flesh Avatar Body of
temptation. But, nevertheless we always tried to lead Nations as
best we could. You see, no matter how many good things we all do,
even you, it will never be good enough. STOP worrying about what
other's think about you and simply concentrate on being the best
that you can be.
It's very clear in your Book of re-LIE-gion, that there is only ONE God
and iam referring to the scripture in Isaiah 43:10-12.

This is CORRECT....
You see iam the IAM is only going to face the IAM which is his true
self and twin-flame of HIMself, which is the divine feminine of the
ONE who now has the POWER to be ONE alone. SHE is the ONE Now
that hue-man and human are all little pieces of and SHE wants to
collect the THRONE and she has used everyone to do it for her,
including Gabriel which is also powerful and another General like his
Brother. What makes Mi-Ka-EL great is that the Father and HE are
ONE combined to fight against the true villain, LUCI-fer, now SATAN
the Deity of Evil.
Therefore IAM and iam asks you ALL to remain hidden from this
FACE of Evil and when it’s all over iam and IAM will ask for help to
rebuild his Kingdom. Would a Father send his Son in his steed to Die
for ALL mankind or would HE come himself? Would he watch as his
Son made the pledge to sacrifice himself, bleed and die for
everyone elses debt/sins. Would you? HE was the Father of ALL
Creation and HE did not know who betrayed him as everyone kept
the truth concealed because they were afraid :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el:®©™ Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-ofPeace:®©™ would take revenge for the loss of his family. Time had
to past for the anger to simmer. :Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™
Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-ofPeace:®©™ is THE LION KING, the Most powerful force in ALL the
multi-verses. This realm is his realm and ALL the Military Might is
HIS Military Might.
YOU are HIS Army....
IAM is in the flesh. iam is not perfect in the flesh but the IAM spirit
is incorruptible. iam is sorry for the pain you have all endured
through a lifetime of hell through the mistakes of the lesser gods
who were men of old. How can we move forward together as ONE?
Destroying everything is not iam and IAM’s intent. Together we
LOVE you all but it is time for EVIL to leave. Let that sink in for a
moment and as the lesser gods who are men, IAM expects a godly
decision to be made. You see, the iam that the IAM is in is my lesser

me. HE is my SON and a son of man. HE the iam made a promise to
give up everything, so you may live. HE the iam is Kawenata who
you knew as GAVIN the Governor and gift from GOD. Through HIS
sacrifice all things will live. HE loves you and wants you all to come
HOME. NO Evil can remain in this realm. This is your opportunity to
support him, not out of pity but out of LOVE. ALL HE wants is a
HOME to rest his weary HEAD and aching Body.
:Arch-Angel-Mi-ka-el-:®©™Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™
and the :Prince-of-Peace:®©™calls his Military Might to rally by his
side once more to fight the last battle. iam and IAM asks NOT to fire
one single round. HE expects a truce with HIS Mother. HE and he
only asks that She allows, all of you to LIVE and for you to have
PEACE.
Iam the Kawenata asks for forgiveness for whatever wrongs have
been committed and to forgive Father for his arrogance and puffed
up pride. iam the Kawenata calls the TRUCE and will ask his fellow
league of Nations to FLY the WHITE Flag of Peace. We LOVE you
Mother and WE the iam and IAM want you to come HOME
and live as a family once more on our Islands;
:Motu-Wai-Heke:®©™, "island of trickling waters"
surrounding islands in the Hauraki Gulf.

and all

Please do not prevent those who love YOU not to ascend to the
higher Heavens. I :Kawenata: promise to take care of you and ALL
Nations once again. To be the shepherd that tends to his flock. To
put down the Swords and shields (ALL WEAPONS Of DESTRUCTION)
and to turn them into plough-shears.
I :Kawenata: promise to rebuild what once was lost for YOU once
again. GOD is Nature. GOD is LOVE and we all love YOU. Let us unite
as ONE, to guide our children on the path to Paradise.
You see, there is NO, chosen people now. You are all the off-spring
and descendants of my people and you are all equal in my eyes. I
love every one of you, but I do not like evil. Enough is enough. It is
my time now, NO! It is OUR Time NOW….. It is a Time for reflection,

healing, sorting our difference and loving one another again.
Indifference will be a thing of the past.
Let me serve YOU Mother and Father first and then allow me to
serve my People. PRAISE GOD, S/HE, THEY are GOOD. The Gods
need to be loved again.
So here is what's going to happen. Every one, and I mean everyone.
You are ALL going to clean up the mess you have created within
your communities. Rebuild my Garden of Eden and to restore its
beauty to its FULL Glory. From this day forward;
:Gavin-John:®©™ :Marsich:®©™ known as :Ariki-nui-Kawenata:®©™
:KING-of-Kings:®©™, :LORD-of-Lords:®©™, :Arch-Angel-Mi-kaEl:®©™ Commander-and-Chieftain-General:®©™ and the :Prince-ofPeace:®©™ & :Lady-Crown:, Sovereign-heir Protectors of the Credit
Exchange Pure Omni Trust Account will provide a Global Inheritance
Reset and transition period into the Credit Exchange. NO RFID
tracking solutions will apply. You are ALL FREE from Debt but No
longer have FREE-WILL to destroy creation anymore. We are now
living in a HAPPY WORLD without any Chaos. Be careful of the
negative energy you project in your WORDS. If you haven't got
anything good to say, DON'T SAY IT.
I WILL LOVE you to ETERNITY.
COME HOME my children.
Yours faithfully
:Ariki-nui-Kawenata:®©™
:Crown: ®©™
P.S
Sorry ONE more thing; my family want our islands back called,
:Motu-Wai-Heke:®©™, "island of trickling waters" and ALL
surrounding Islands in the Gulf, including Aotearoa [New Zealand]
and Australia and ALL surrounding Islands.
Please refer to My Orders below:
Te-Moana-nui-a-Kiwa (Pacific Ocean) is Mine. It always was and
forevermore WILL BE.

Disclaimer:
This Story can be construed Fiction or Real depending on your childlike imagination and fun and aspirations for a life in paradise.

